
homework from hell

Written by bubba   

More inspiring news from Ohio: 
 

TOLEDO, Ohio (May 12) - A priest was convicted Thursday of murder in the slaying of a nun who

was found stabbed 26 years ago in a hospital chapel, her forehead "anointed" with a smudge of

blood and her wounds forming an upside-down cross on her chest.
 

Welcome to the sea of fire my friend, you may now walk the plank.  Man…look at this

shifty character.  Talk about earning your fast-track pass to hell.  Also, let us not forget

that this murder was committed with “…a sword shaped letter opener…” and that the

investigation actually (re)started when Father Scissorhands was accused of a

separate crime - molestation (investigation pending).  Talk about unresolved issues. 

This is why I don’t trust religious zealots (see below). 
 

At any rate, he’s on his way to prison now to serve out his court mandated

punishment.  Being locked up for 15 years to life is a big deal for sure, but a

nun-murdering priest will definitely be privy to a few unique benefits behind bars – like

having to deal with all the jailed paranoid schizophrenics that now have voices telling

them to shank his antichrist ass with a sharpened bed spring so they can get into

heaven.  And it’s probably deserved of course…and horrible.  Even so, we all know

that’s not as bad as it’s going to get for the Catholic Carver from Toledo.  He’s got a whole afterlife thing to

deal with now too.
 

Not that I believe in it, but I must admit that this story has me curious

what hell might look like for a priest that chopped up an associate

soldier of God.  Assuming for a second that the city of fire has evolved

past a red guy with a tail and horns that uses a pitchfork to stir a giant

cauldron of simmering souls, and that it is actually custom tailored to the

specific evil undertaken in a person’s life…I’d say this guy’s in trouble. 

Maybe you true-believers can conjure something up and let me know

what’s in store for him.
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